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About This Game

We believe that the power of VR can help solve real world issues by putting you into other people’s shoes. Or in this particular
case, a wheelchair. Experience the world from the different perspective and help us battle inaccessibility in Ukraine!
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Features:

True story and interactive narration
The story is written and voiced by (the very much real) Dmytro Schebetyuk who suffered spinal injury that bound him
to wheelchair but hasn’t stopped him from having a full life. He shares his thoughts, cracks jokes and sarcastically
comments on your acions and failings.

Unique locomotion system
Push the wheels with your hands and try to keep balance of the wheelchair in VR. Turns out it’s even harder than it
looks!

Wacky gameplay
The game does not focus on disability but rather on fun situations being in wheelchair puts you in.

Charity cause
Profits from the game are donated to Dostupno UA initiative that supports accessibility programs and films video blogs
about infrastructure and life of people with disabilities in Ukraine.
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Title: Wheelchair Simulator VR
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
ViRa Games
Publisher:
ViRa Games
Release Date: 8 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 SP1 or greater

Processor: Intel i3-6100/AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti/AMD Radeon RX 470 or greater

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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wheelchair simulator vr

wow. Starting out in a full white room and a black hole at the end (cmonBruh) and it is telling me to walk, but my mouse is just
going all over the place and I find out theyve inverted the mouse, and it took me way longer than I think it should have to find
out how to turn it off in the settings, but anyways.. Beginning cutscenes after the 'tutorial' felt long and dragged out, at one point,
I thought I was supposed to click or do something, but no, just waiting... Finally in the game, it feels like I'm playing something
on a gameboy but this is a new release in 2018... ok.. whatever. The first stage (when I finally get to play) is interesting I guess..
not a fully linear set of streets to walk through, but I'm just going around picking up 'files' and 'memories' and blah blah
whatever. I still have no idea whats going on, someone died, and I have a brother and a dad and a mum? Whats happening?
Theres a car that needs parts, I have 2 car parts but they both dont work... finally OH COMBINE THEM DUUHHHHH, I do
that to get to the next stage where theres a sentinel enemy which is actually impossible to die from unless youre trying, which I
ended up doing because I couldn't figure out what to do next. The game said 'these notes must mean something' and then it says
'move slowly'.... What the hell are you talking about? Theres nothing to input or use 'notes' anywheres, and I don't need to move
slowly to avoid the monster. Started 'moving slowly' around the map and then just offed myself... what is this game... It was
actually getting atmospheric besides the bad graphics and clunky movement but when theres no understandable story with no
clear goal in the gameplay it makes it really hard to continue. refunded yikes bye. I love refreshers like this course. Even after
years and years of using Microsoft Excel, I still came away with new "stuff" -- for example, adding backgrounds to
spreadsheets, using the Format Painter to apply styles to other cells or ranges, and the ability to find\/replace data as well as
apply formatting to the replaced data. There are a few other productivity tips as well.

Who knew you could add color to workbook tabs? Awesome!

SmartArt? Never heard of it until taking this course. Awesome!

One minor gripe is with the interface. It's a bit more specific than I would have liked. For example, when clicking on elements
or dragging and dropping items, you have to be very careful about where you click or the program will ask you to try again.

Overall, a great program for those people new to Excel or needing a quick review.. + great sensation of speed
+ original and fun score and turbo system
+ fun drifting
+ cool looking cars

- a bit on the short side (less than 4 hours to beat the campaign), but has tons of replay value for sheer fun alone and if you want
to get Gold Trophies in every race

Recommended if you want short fun rides. It's nice to play a couple of races when you only have a few mins to yourself.. This
was a really good read. It had been a long time since I'd played any kind of VN with name input, so it took awhile to get used to
seeing my name all over the place. It isn't one common to see in . . . anything. Anyway, the characters are lovable. Extremely
lovable. If games with clear Japanese influence bother you, you'll want to turn away, but I'd recommend enjoying the way the
culture affects the work as it definitely isn't a detriment.

The art is also really amazing. I've only played with the uncensoring patch (official from their website) so I can't say how it is
without that in place, but I found the visuals... compelling. The expressions bring the characters alive, and this really worked for
Dawn most of all--for me at least. The art really helped see just what sort of character she was... but I'd say the same applies to
Nacchan and Estelle.

The only thing I'd say that isn't 100% glowing is that the choices seem to mostly be fluff, not actually affecting anything. This
isn't bad--it does affect your current interaction--but it isn't one of those games with routes that need to be carefully explored. I
only say this so you don't get it expecting something it isn't.

I also only played the path of a girl going to a cabin with lots of girls. That's my thing. If that's what you want to indulge, then I
encourage! It's a really, really good read, really pretty, good mood music, and frankly, you're doing yourself a disservice if you
don't check out this title.. The setting's realization is awesome.
Plays like one of those old-school brawler games. Superb. Nothing wrong here.
The developers care much about their game. They patch often. Add new stuff. Fix bugs.
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Commendable Kickstarter Project.
Controllers are working.
Sound is awesome.
Everything is awesome.
Beans.

Glad they made this game.
Awesome ! BEANS!!!! AWESOME!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Delivers what it promises, and does it good.. An awesome and fun app, now
avaliable on Steam. Nice sprites too.. land on an island, and keep the little bastards alive, thats about it, all the virtual villagers
are the same, fun games but kinda slow going. Does not work on windows 8.1. I think, as fun as Weird Worlds is, this game is
better tbh, if you can look past the new 3D look of this game, as most have stated the move too 3D was not nessessarily a good
thing, but the more you play the game, you realize, it is not that difficult navigating the new 3D map and unlike the other 2
games in this series, I found combat in this game too be refreshingly more user friendly, sure there are some tough fights, but
get a big enough crew and you should not have a problem. Great game imo, highly recommend even if it is in early access,
which I normally don't go for, but this game I took the plunge and don't regret it one bit.
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Got to use a demo during a regular game, got score up to 90,000!!! The portugese have the best new building ever!. Well, all the
DLC does is add a deer, that's it. I kinda wish it was just in the base game. They didn't need to add a DLC just to add a deer. It
doesn't cost much though, so it is up to you to get it.. I guess I'll recommend this game because I didn't think it was *bad* but....I
didn't love it either. It's just OK.

I bought it because so many people in the reviews were raving about the story. There's some good things in the story--some parts
are suspenseful and interesting--but it's VERY repetitive. It repeats itself a lot. The text says basically the same thing in ten
slightly different ways, ten different times.

The voice acting is great, and the artwork and music are beautiful. I really want to know the end of the story, but I'm just getting
so bored...zzzzzzzzzzzzz. The king of the action-racers. Great graphic, good handling of the vehicles and ingenious maps. With
many things to unlock and many game modes you have hours of fun.. Hi all! I've bought this game a few hours ago, but I can't
stop playing this game! It's really interesting and funny). I recommend all of you to play this game!
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